
Product Description： 

M type diamond cutting segment is slightly wider than the blade core. This allows the
cutting edge to penetrate through the material while protecting the steel body.

In the manufacturing process, the metal powder and diamond grit mixture is hot pressed at
high temperatures to form a solid metal alloy (called the bond or matrix) in which the
diamond grit is retained.

M shape diamond segments or rims are made up of a mixture of diamonds and metal
powders. Diamond used in blades are almost exclusively manufactured diamonds in various
grit size and quality grades. 

Feature: 

1.Granite block diamond segment.high percent of cobalts.Precise segment size.High grade of
diamonds.

2.Stone cutting segment wholesales,cut granite hard stone and cut it with bridge cutting
machine.

3.Multi saw blade segment for granite. this diamond granite segment are ensure block with
average thickness,low noise with smooth cutting,save energy on powder and stone.

Product Specification: 

The Following Are Normal Specifications M type diamond cutting segment:

 Blade Diameter  Segment Length Segment 
Thickness  Segment Height Production

Method   
1200mm

（48 Inch） 24mm 7.6/7.0mm 15/10mm Sintered 

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Product show 

M Type Diamond Granite Cutting Segment For 1200mm Single Blade





Application: 

Wet use for bridge cutting machine,single arm machine.

Diamond saw blade segment for granite cutting,stone block.

M type diamond cutting segment for welding on 1200mm circular saw blade.for multi
blade saw and single blade saw.



FAQ

1. How to guarantee the quality of the product?

The company’s products have standards, safety guarantees to control product quality,
responsible for product quality for our customers, Established for more than ten years, as a
professional and experienced diamond manufacturer, Boreway insists on providing our
customers with the highest quality diamond tools .

2. Are you professional？

All of our company's products are diamond tools or related machinery products. They are
highly professional and have maintained their pre-industry level. We are more professional
and can help you find the ideal ideal for your market (dealer) or project (end user). Diamond
tools.

3. What are our advantages?

Our teams is professional and the members have good study of the diamond tools. We offer
quick response. Each messege or email will be replied within 24 hours.In the past few
decades, Boreway diamond tools has made many orders of the OEM/ODM successfully . Some
of the OEM/ODM services are free of charge!



Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


